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AIRKEY® MAXIMUM SECURITY REMOTE 

The AKMAN Airkey Manager is designed to deliver a simple PC interface for Airkeys 
and Airkey receivers. This allows the contents of an Airkey receiver to be backed up 
directly or indirectly to a PC. The Airkey Manager can also be used to test and identify 
any Airkey regardless of format. Simple PC software enables the addition of user 
names, addresses etc. to be included in a database to simplify the identification and 
deletion of lost or stolen transmitters. The same software also allows for the easy 
management of multiple backup files. The PC software can also provide a useful 
printout of the contents of any Airkey receiver including the serial number and user 
details of all the Airkeys programmed in the receiver. 

Features: 

¤ Simple PC or Notebook connection via standard USB interface. 
¤ Directly manipulate the on-board memory of any non-Wiegand Airkey receiver. 
¤ Backup or restore data from all AKPROGE2T memory backup tags. 
¤ Add or delete Airkeys via a PC in the office and then save to a memory tag for field 

installation via a standalone AKPROG programmer. 
¤ Search for an Airkey by serial number or name, address, number plate etc. 

¤ Built-in Airkey receiver enables the direct testing and identification of any Airkey 
including format and serial number. 

¤ Centralization of and ease of access to any number of Airkey receiver memory 
contents. 

¤ Generate detailed printed reports showing all the serial numbers and user details for 
any nominated receiver backup file. 

¤ All required power is sourced from the USB interface negating the need for any 
internal batteries. 

Manage your Airkeys with 
PC connectivity 
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